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7.6. Initial User survey 

7.6.1. Initial Survey Template 
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7.6.2. Responses to Initial Survey 
 

1. Importance of Forecasts 

Of the seven respondents, one considered weather forecasting ‘critically 
important’ and the rest ‘very important’ for farm management. Half of the group 
check forecasts daily, one quarter twice daily, and the others several times.  

Spring and summer were predominantly named as the critical periods, with 
other periods noted being particular to the produce of the farm such as lambing, 
planting or harvesting.  

Forecast information is used for work planning including planting, irrigation, 
fertilisation and harvest and also for protection from adverse weather such as 
frost. 

2. Frequency of Forecasts 

Half of the respondents check weather forecasts several times a day at critical 
times. One checks twice daily and the others daily. All respondents gave the 
same answer for how often they do check as how often they would like to 
access forecasts.  

At non-critical times there is an even split between daily checkers and twice 
dailies, and only one who checks every few days. Responses to how often 
access was wanted was generally the same as actual use. 

3. Data Sought 

All but one respondent sought rain information, half were interested in 
maximum and minimum air temperatures, all wanted wind speed and direction. 
Humidity is important to most of the group, while solar radiation is of interest to 
only 3 respondents.  

Most farmers measure their rainfall, max and min temperatures and humidity. 
Less than half measure wind speed or direction and solar radiation. Rainfall is 
recorded by all but one respondent. Record keeping for the other factors is only 
done by 3 respondents.  

Soil moisture and temperature, leaf wetness and disease pressure are 
consistently required by this group. Ground temperature and pest pressure rated 
for about half of them. 
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Soil temperature and disease pressure are the most highly sought related data 
(6/7), followed closely by soil moisture, leaf wetness and pest pressure. Ground 
temperature is only wanted by three of the farmers.  

Few are measuring all that they are seeking and even less are recording it. 

4. Usefulness of Forecasts 

Order of preference for sources of weather forecast is: TV, radio and internet 
second equal, newspaper, Metphone (only one user). None use teletext or a 
subscriber service. 

TV1 was selected by 3 respondents and TV3 by 1. 6 o'clock is the preferred 
time. National Radio is the most favoured station with morning shown as more 
useful than lunchtime.  

All but two respondents access the internet for weather, three using MetService, 
and one each for ATS, TVNZ, Crop & Food and HortPlus. Users rated these 
highly - as essential or very useful. 


